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Abstract:   In this paper, a new method is proposed for object-based image re-
trieval. The user supplies a query object by selecting a region from a query image, 
and the system returns a ranked list of images that contain the same object, re-
trieved from a large image database. The main outcomes of this research are as 
follows: (1) n novel object-based image retrieval framework that integrates effec-
tive pre-treatment and re-ranking is presented, (2) a new feature filtration method 
based on attention analysis is proposed for pre-treatment, (3) to further improve 
object retrieval precision, we add an efficient spatial configuration model to re-
rank the primary retrieval result using Bag of Word method. Experimental results 
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. 
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1  Introduction 

OBIR (Object-based Image Retrieval) is an important branch of content-
based image retrieval (J.Sivic and A.Zisserman, 2003; J.Phibin et al.2007). The 
goal of OBIR is to find images containing desired object by providing the system 
a selected region of a query image. It remains a challenging problem because an 
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object’s visual appearance may be quite different due to viewpoint, illumination, 
affine transformation, and even partially occlusion. 

The innermost core of OBIR is how to detect and measure the similarities of 
object regions. Recent work in this field can be divided into two categories: one is 
based on image segmentation, such as Blobworld and SIMPLcity (C. Carson et 
al.1999; Wang et al.2001); the other is so-called BoW (Bag of Words) method, 
which simulates simple text-retrieval system using the analogy of “visual words” 
(J.Sivic et al.2003). BoW doesn’t rely on the precision of image segmentation, and 
can deal with a variety of affine transformations. In consequence, it has become 
increasingly attractive (Qing-Fang Zheng et al.2006; S. Lazebnik et al.2006). 

In Bag of Words method, affine covariant local patches (Mikolajczyk and 
Schmid, 2002; Matas et al, 2002) are detected in images, and an affine invariant 
descriptor (Lowe, 2004) is computed for each patch. To effectively index these 
high-dimensional descriptors, they are clustered into a visual vocabulary, and each 
patch is mapped to its closest visual word. Then an image is represented as a bag 
of visual words and their frequency of occurrence. Usually, they are organized as 
an inverted file to facilitate efficient retrieval. The benefits of this approach are as 
follows: first, the use of local affine covariant patches and affine invariant descrip-
tors can effectively present an object under various image transformations, such as 
different viewpoint, illumination, affine transformation, and even partially occlu-
sion; second, feature matching has been pre-computed using vector quantization, 
so that any particular object can be retrieved at run-time. 

Although BoW method is an effective analogy between “visual words” and 
text words, Object-based image retrieval using “visual words” and text words-
based web pages retrieval are somewhat different. The “visual words” are calcu-
lated by unsupervised clustering, and can’t be understood by the user. Accordingly, 
“visual words” are “noisier” than text keywords in two aspects: on one hand, patch 
detector often returns a large number of patches which have a low signal-to-noise 
ratio, because only a few of them are distinguishable, so informative patches need 
to be picked out through a sea of background patches; on the other hand, in BoW 
method, the spatial information about the image-location of the visual words is ig-
nored, which is similar to retrieve documents only by orderless letters. This will 
result in false matching such as “abc=cba”, and reduce the retrieval precision. 

To utilize the spatial relation between patches, Sivic et al. use a search area 
containing the 15 nearest neighbors of each matched patch, and the neighboring 
patch which also matches within this area casts a vote for that image. Philbin adds 
affine matrix verification to nearby patches using LO-RANSAC. Zheng et al. pro-
pose a visual phrase-based approach using adjacent patch pair, which is hard to 
satisfy in images with sparse patches, and doesn’t contain the information of dis-
tance and orientation. Furthermore, the above methods don’t consider the spatial 
neighborhood’ affine transformation under different viewpoints, and rely heavily 
on the clustering precision of visual words. 
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To solve the above problems, the benefits of this paper are as follows. (1)A 
novel object-based image retrieval framework that integrates effective pre-
treatment and re-ranking is presented, (2) a new feature filtration method based on 
attention analysis is proposed for pre-treatment, (3) to further improve object re-
trieval precision, we add an efficient spatial configuration model to re-rank the  
primary retrieval result using Bag of Word method. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a over-
view of our system. Section 3 describes attention analysis based feature filtration 
in detail. Spatial re-ranking is discussed in Section 4, and Section 5 concludes this 
paper. 

2  Overview of the object-based image retrieval system 

As the system flow chart showed in figure 1, after local affine covariant 
patches are detected, attention-based filtration select informative patches from 
them. Then Bag of words model is used to obtain the candidate image set and 
greatly reduce the number of images that need to be considered. It is can be effi-
ciently implemented as an inverted file data-structure. Finally, we use spatial con-
figuration model to re-rank the candidate image set, and improve the primary re-
trieval precision. Following (K.Mikolajczyk et al, 2005), we use MS (Matas, 2002) 
algorithm as region detector and SIFT (Lowe, 2004) to describe the regions.  
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Figure 1. The flow chart of our OBIR system.   

3   Attention analysis based region filtration 

Although MS region detection algorithm can deal with various image affine 
transformation, it often generates a large number of patches which only a few of 
them are distinguishable, so informative patches need to be picked out through a 
sea of background patches. “Background patches” we mentioned here includes 
two kinds of patches: one kind comes from background rather than the salient re-
gion of the image; the other has little distinctive information thus can be found in 
both foreground object and background. Consequently, this section focuses on the 
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above problem and proposes a novel method to filter these affine covariant regions 
based on attention model and local entropy.  

Our contribution lies in proposing a novel method which is well-suited to fil-
ter MS patches based on attention model and local entropy. Using attention analy-
sis and local entropy, all patches detected in an image are ranked with its saliency, 
and only the most distinctive patches will be reserved. In this way, the local patch 
information and global image distribution are both taken into account, and the 
background patches can be removed effectively.  

3.1  Attention model and saliency region 

Attention is at the nexus between cognition and perception. While interpret-
ing a complex scene, a human being selects a subset of the available sensory in-
formation before further processing. This region is so-called “focus of attention” 
(Tsotsos et al, 1995). (Itti et al, 2001) proposed a saliency-based attention model 
for scene analysis. In his work, a “saliency map” is generated in a bottom-up man-
ner as a combination of these feature maps. Recently, fuzzy growing (Ma et al, 
2003) is proposed to find all of the saliency regions for original image. Consider-
ing the calculation complexity, the number of saliency regions per image is lim-
ited to 3. Figure 2 gives an example in practical application. 

 
(a)                               (b)                          (c) 

Figure 2. Samples of saliency regions detection. (a) original images, col. (b) attention model 
based saliency map, col. (c) saliency regions (as figured out by yellow rectangles), col.  

Given a patch X lies in any saliency regions and its grey level distribution D 
= { …… }, local entropy is defined as:  1d rd

r

X  i 2 i
i 1

( ) * log ( )H p d p d                                         (1) 
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Where i( )p d is the probability of pixel taking the value i in patch X. Infor-
mative patches often have large entropy, so we remove those patches whose en-
tropy is less than threshold . 

d

lowEntropy

As to the patches from trees or grass which have complex texture, because 
they have similar intensity distribution over large ranges of scale, we use self-
similarity to remove them. For simplicity the sum of absolute difference of several 
grey-level histograms is defined as self-similarity.  

X ( )D

i D

SS p s, X di
s

                                              (2) 

To prevent deleting informative patches by mistake, we use dual threshold 
method. Only those patch whose self-similarity is smaller than 

low and local entropy is also smaller than high will be removed. 
The proper values of these thresholds are discussed in section 3.3. 

EntropySelfSimilarity

 

Figure 3. Samples of region filtration.  (a) (b) Result comparison of region filtration.(c) Samples 
of removed background patches. (d) Samples of reserved patches. 

3.2  Result on region filtrations 

In this sub-section, the experimental result of patch filtration is discussed in 
detail. The image dataset used here are keyframes extracted from TRECVID 2005 
news video retrieval database. Out of which 3000 images are selected. According 
to the objects they contain, these images are divided into 50 categories. The num-
ber of relevant images in each class ranges from about 20 to about 50 images, 
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while the rest are thought to be disturbances. All the subsequent experiments are 
based on MS region and SIFT descriptors.  

 

 

Figure 4. Examples for improved matching precision based on region filtration.  

To measure the efficiency of patch filtration in section 3.2, we adopt exact 
point-to-point matching with SIFT in this sub-section. As shown in Figure 4, most 
of the false matching due to background patches are removed correctly. 

There are 3 thresholds in our filtration process, among which  influ-

ences the performance mostly. So we test its influence in a sample image set in-
cluding 200 images and about 28k patches are extracted, while we define 

=0.5 and 

lowEntropy

lowSelfSimilarity
highEntropy =3.0.  The influence on patches quantity and 

matching precision (the ratio of correct matching and all matching pairs found in 
each image) are shown separately in table 1 and Figure 5. We can see that when 

=2.0, the best balance can be achieved, while a lot of redundant patches 

can be removed correctly, and matching precision would be guaranteed at the 
same time. Accordingly, these filtration thresholds are adopted throughout our 
subsequent experiment.  

lowEntropy

Figure 5. Comparison of matching precision 
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4  Spatial configuration model based re-ranking 

Although region filtration can effectively remove a lot of background patches, 
the result of object retrieval still has some false matching due to the lack of spatial 
relation of these patches. In our system, we solve this problem with a novel 
method called spatial configuration model. The idea is implemented here by first 
retrieving query object using BoW method based on the selected regions, to obtain 
a small candidate image set, and then re-ranking them using the spatial model.   

4.1  Spatial configuration model  

The key issues of spatial re-ranking are spatial configuration definition and 
similarity measurement based on it. The following sub-sections describe our spa-
tial configuration model in detail. 

4.1.1  Spatial configuration definition 

(J.Sivic, 2003; J.Phibin, 2007) defined the spatial configuration by the 15 
nearest neighbours of each match using L2 distance (called L2-KNN method), and 
each patch which also matches with this area casts a vote for that matched patch. 
This definition doesn’t consider the affine transformation of different images, and 
can’t obtain the same spatial neighbouring area exactly. Here we define an affine 
covariant spatial configuration called Affine-KNN. According to the ellipse’s pa-
rameter of central patch, those patches which lie in K (the experiential K in our 
system is 3) times the ellipse area are considered the spatial neighbours of this 
central patch. For example in figure 6(a), after affine transformation, L2-KNN 
mistakes the original neighbouring patch “b,c” for “d,e”(denoted with dashed cir-
cle), while our Affine-KNN method retains the original patch set exactly. 

 

Figure 6. Spatial configuration definition. (a) Comparison of L2-KNN and Affine-KNN. 
(b)Example of normalized Affine-KNN spatial configuration in real image .  
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4.1.2  Spatial configuration similarity measurement 

Based on the definition, configurations of a pair of matched patch i, j can be 
recorded as two patch sets: ,where is 

the visual word each neighbouring patch belonging to, and m,n denote the number 
of patches in each spatial configuration set. Note here the set also contains the in-
formation of which spatial level the visual word belongs to (level is between  
1,2…K). The size of spatial configuration set often varies due to different image 
scale. For instance, image with small resolution has less detail and generates fewer 
patches. Consequently, the distance between two spatial configuration sets is 
measured using the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) (Rubner et al, 1998). Consid-
ering that EMD matches perceptual similarity well and can operate on variable-
length representations of the distributions, it is suitable for our spatial configura-
tion similarity measure. Based on the spatial configuration definition and similar-
ity measure, we define a pair of patches with spatial configuration similarity more 
than as “spatial matched patches”, and re-rank the candidate image set use 

these spatial score.  

ijc11 12 1m 21 22 2nS1 {c ,c ,..., c },S2 {c ,c ,..., c }

emdT

4.2   Result on Spatial re-ranking 

To evaluate the effectiveness of our spatial re-ranking method in object re-
trieval, 20 categories are selected as query images in the image dataset mentioned 
above which includes about 3000 images, and the number of relevant images in 
each class ranges from about 20 to 50.  

Some examples for object retrieval result are shown as Figure. 7, where 
query objects are demarcated using yellow rectangle in the left query images. The 
top 5 images of retrieval result are shown with descending object’s similarities. 
We calculate the time used to retrieve the top 20 relevant images to each query ob-
ject. Using a 3.2G Pentium 4 PC with 1.5G memory, the average retrieval time for 
each query ranges from 0.11 second to 1.83 second depending on the number of 
visual words in the query object. 
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Figure 7.   Examples for object retrieval result.  

We compare our spatial configuration model based approach (called SCM) 
with J.Sivic’s method (called L2-KNN) and No-spatial result (BoW without spa-
tial information). The effectiveness of each approach is judged by a score as 
Q.F.Zheng’s method, which is defined as follows: 

20

1 20 i
i=1

Score(I ,...,I )= w Xi                                      (3) 

2.0    1 i 5
1,     contains query object

1.5     6 i 10
 and  

1.0    11 i 15
0,     contains no query object

0.5    16 i 20

i

i i

i

I

w X

I

  (4) 

Where Ii is the top i-th retrieved image to a query object, and the weight wi 
is defined as (4). The average retrieval performances of 20 classed of the three 
approaches are plotted in Figure 8. As shown below, our SCM-based method 
generally outperforms L2-KNN based approach, and both of them are much bet-
ter than visual word-based approach without spatial information. We attribute 
this to that spatial configuration model contains abundant spatial information be-
tween patches, and EMD-based similarity measurement is more suitable than 
simple voting method. However, compare the best class “News” with the worst 
class “man”, we can find that our method is more adopted for dense patch images 
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such as “News” which including many distinctive and adjacent patch pairs, while 
in “man” there are few distinctive patches and they are often far from each other.  

5  Conclusions and future work 

We have presented an approach based on attention analysis and spatial re-
ranking for object retrieval. In this system, a novel framework is proposed, and at-
tention model is used to filter those background patches. Furthermore, The spatial 
relations of adjacent patches are described exactly and measured with EMD dis-
tance. Based on this, we use re-rank the BoW result with this information. Ex-
perimental result demonstrates that our method is efficient and outperforms the 
state-of-art object retrieval methods. We are currently investigating the extension 
of our proposed framework in the following aspects such as the amalgamation of 
more types of features and the use of relevant feedback. 
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Figure 8.  Average retrieval precision comparison.  
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